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Atmospheric Research celebrates

its 50th anniversary. It was 23 September

1946, that the dren Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

appointed Bill Priesdev to initiate a n.reteorological research program.

Priestley, a 31-vear-old Englishman, with a degree in applied uathematics,

had spent the war verrs with the British Meteorological Office studving

turbulent diffusion in the lower atmosphere. He had also been part of the

team that prepared the D-dav weather forecast for General Eisenhot'er.

Having arrived in Australia, Bil l Priestley set out in eight foolscap

pages a proposed init ial work program. From Priestley's four init ial

scientif ic appointments, the Division has grown to its current

srrengrh of 145 staff members, carrying out research into a wide

range of atmospheric phenomena,

Over the years, our research has encompassed micro- and

meso-meteorologv and turbulence, agricultural meteorology,

synoptic meteorology, clouds and radiation, atmospheric

cornposition and chemistry, and studies of climate variabil ity

and change.

To cornmemorate our half-century, the Division is preparing a

publication highlighting the contribution we have made to

meeting the needs of govertttnettt, industrv and the community.

Some of the scientif ic achievements of which we are particularly proud

include quantification of eyaporative water loss fron the Australian

continent; characterisation of the atmospheric boundary layer;

contributions to integrated airshed studies; rnonitoring of grecnhouse

and ozone-depleting gases; a range of reuote sensing applications; and

development of world-class global climate and limited-area rnodels of

the atmosphere.
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During the past year and a half, the Division has been in the capable hands of the Acting Chief,
Brian Sawford. I would like to thank him for his efforts, but also say how glad I am ro be back
from my role as Acting Director of the Institute of Namral Resources and Environment. The
experience was most rewarding alloving me to become nuch more familiar with the wider

operations of CSIRO. It also gave ne an opportunity to work I'ith the new
Chief Executive of CSIRO, Malcolm Mclntosh, who I believe will be an
outsmnding leader.

Dr Mclntosh has already indicated his views of CSIRO's role in rhe national
interest. He sees that emphasis on quality basic or basic-strategic research is
most irnportant if CSIRO is to be a strong contributor ro rhe national good.
He is keen to see a greater emphasis on funding of research than on supporr,
and for CSIRO to be seen as contributing through its interface with the
international science community, the production of leading edge science
outcomes both applied and basic, and through communication of its work to
the wider public.

It is appropriate that from time to time, a national research organisation such as
CSIRO should take stock and exanine vhether we are clear about our role. Is it
structured and does it behave in a way that rnaximises the benefits it brings to

the nation? Few would disagree rvith the view that over the years CSIRO has been besieged by
such assessments. The recent resrructuring of CSIRO has, however, led to sone signifrcant
changes in the ua,v we are ensuring that teams applicable to various tasks can be drawn from
across the breadth of the disciplinan'experience of the total organisation. The coordination of
the research effort across 22'sectors'should facilitate this interaction between scienrisrs in the
Organisation. The Division of Atmospheric Research is now part of the Clinate 6i Aunosphere
Sector, together u.ith conribudons fron 13 other CSIRO Divisions. The links rhrough the
Sector should further strengthen our interactions with colleagues around CSIRO. We can only
hope that now we will be left for a prudent period of time to get on with the job.

Atnospheric Research is well placed to meet the challenge of the coming vears in this new
framework. Ve have throughout the past ten years, retained a commitrnent to a pluralistic role.
We have trained apprentices, Ph.D. students, technicians and others; we have provided
infornation to the public as a basis for enhanced quality of the debate on environmental issues;
we have forged linhs with both government and private organisations to provide knowledge and
advice and focussed our research on issues of relevance to their policv issues. We have
underpinned these activities by forging new areas of basic research q'hich are scrategicallv
directed; we have done this at a level of excellence that has provided us, and thus the Australian
cornmunity, v'ith a seat at the table of leading international atmospheric research groups, We
have rernained comrnitted to providing the best facilities for our staff to do their jobs whilst
striring for efliciencies and greater effectiveness.

There renains much to be done, and I have the greatest confidence that we have the right
people to meet the challenges of tomorrow.

I hope you will take the time to read this isr;ue of Atmosphere,md where appropriate, conract us
as a collaborator, a client or a stakeholder.

Graerne Peannan
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. news
CSIRO technology "the best under the sun"

Divisionalscientists have built a highlv sophisticated radiometer to measure the heat emitted

bv clouds. The radiorneter is set to greatlv improve scientists' understanding of climate.

The instrument, valued at $200,000, has been produced under contract for the United

States government.

Scientists will use the new radiometer to probe the rnake-up of clouds, which greatly

influence the world's climate.

"lt is a tribute to the sophistication of our scientific and electronics skills that we have

been asked to build the radioneter here," said Dr Martin Platt.

Dr Platt  leads Austral ia 's contr ibut ion to the Atmospheric Radiat ion Measurement

Program, {unded by the United States Department of Energy.

"Results from this international measurement project are being used to improve computer-

based climate models," said Dr Platt.

"Clouds are the greatest unlinown in our understanding of climate," said Dr Platt.

In the past two years) Dr Platt and fellow scientists have measured clouds using prototype

radiometers in Tasmania, the Northern Territory, New Guinea and in the United States,

The new radiometer contains infrared sensors that measure variations in the amount of

heat radiation reaching the ground. The instrument has been designed and built by Messrs

John Bennett and Bernard Petraitis and colleagues from the electronics and mechanical

workshops at the Dir,ision.

Port Pirie pollutant probe for Pasminco

The Division has completed a major

environmental consultancv proiect rt Port

Pirie's Pasminco-BHAS lead smelter. The

month-long field investigation involved

demiled measurements designed to discover

the meteorological conditions that cause

elevated sulfur dioxide concentrations for

local residents.

Pasminco were keen to receive this informa-

tion so that they could prepare for anv

future tightening of air emission regulations.

The $250,000 study in South Australia

involved a research aircraft, weather balloons

and a lidar, which fired powerful laser beams

to collect data on the behaviour of the

smelter's plumes.

Pasminco's pollution problems typicall,v

occur during hot summer days v,rith onshore

breezes. This suggested that the plume was

being broughr down to ground level b1'a

process known as shoreline fumigation, due

to strong convective mixing in the lower

atmosphere, To confirm this, CSIRO

needed to monitor meteorological conditions

during pollution episodes, and gather detailed

emissions data from the smelrer.

The scientists used daily weather forecasts

to estimate the likelihood of nonherly

Martin Platt (let't) and John Bennett uith
the neu' radiometer.

winds, during which sulfur dioxide pollution

could be a problem in the township. The

team made detailed meteorological,

polludon and plume measurements on 12

days, six of which turned out to be days of

elevated sulfur dioxide concentrations.

Following considerable analysis by CSIRO,

Pasminco will use the results from the study

to investigate technologies to reduce

emission problems from their smelter.

The Division worked on this study with the

Division of Coal and Energy Technologv,

Flinders University, and Pasminco-BHAS.
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Rtchard Austin

Late last vear, the Division's lidar team travelled to Melville Island in the Northern
Territorv for the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm Experiment. The experiment,
organised bv the Bureau of Meteorologt, took place during the build-up to the
monsoon wet season in Decenber. Thunderstorms occur on the island on about 80% of
davs in this period, usualll ' in the nid-afternoon.

Scientists from Australia, Japan, and the United States made numerous direct and

remote observations of the storns to learn about their convection life o'cles,

nicrophvsical processes, cloud electrification, and radiative properties.

Martin Platt, Stuart Young, Graeme Patterson and I neasured optical properties of the
cirrus clouds produced bv the storns. Our tools were the Dir,ision's rnulti-wavelength

lidar (opcrating in the visible green at 53J nu) and an infrared radioneter, measuring

cloud emissions at 10.86 [m.

The lidar and radiometer data, combined with radiosonde profiles provided bv Monash

Universitr', allou,ed us to determine cloud height, emittance and optical depth. These

quantities describe the clouds'interaction u'ith incoming and outgoing radiation. Ve

also obtained values of the depolarisation ratio and backscatter-to-extinction ratio,

uiving infornation about the form and orientation of ice cn'stals within the clouds.

We obtained ercellent rreasurernents of extensive svnoptic cirrus lavers near the

tropopxLrse, at a height of apuroximatelv 17.5 kilometres. The lidar showed that these

lavers were alnost alu'avs present, cven when invisible to the eye. Ve also neasnred

ser,eral thicker cirrus clouds produced in thunderstorn anvils. These measurements will

be conpared and combined with microwave and millirnetre-wave radar and radiometer

data collected by scientists from Pennsvlvania State Universitr', the Unilersity of
Massachusetts, and the NOAA Aeronomv Laboratory. Analvsis of this extensive data

set is well undem,a\,.
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. news
Japan, Australia test new
greenhouse sensor

Exrensive global satellite measurements of greenhouse gases are now sensor, which had already undergone trials over ocean and snow.

available following a successful collaboration near Alice Springs "With the sensor, researchers will be able to determine greenhouse
earlier this year, between Japanese scientists, CSIRO and Australian gas levels over virtually all terrains," said Dr Fred Prata.
industry' "Detailed information on changing levels of global greenhouse gases
The scientists tested an interferometer, now orbiting onJapan's willbe invaluable to scientists investigating the way in which
ADEOS satellite, launched in August. industrialisation is likely to affect our climate. The information will

The interferomerer measures concenrrations of greenhouse gases also help determine the success of international efform to limit

such as carbon dioxide and methane, which contribute ro global release of heat-trapping gases," said Dr Prata.

warming. Testing took place at the Amburla research station. The team of 15 Japanese researchers who visited Ausralia for the tests

Scientists monitored gas concentrations frorn anF-27 research were from the Central Research Institute and Electric Power Indusq'in

aircraft owned by Adelaide-based Australian Flight Test Services. Tokyo.

They compared their results with ground level and other airborne Suppon for the Australian activities comes frotn the MFP Development

measuremenrs to ensure that the sensor operated satisfactorily. Coryoration, based rn Adelarde, and the Commonwealth Depanment of

These desert measurements were the final stage of testing of the Industry Science and Technology, as well as from CSIRO.

l n t e g r a t i n g  c l i m a t e  c h a n g e
impacts research
Rogu Jonu

Improving linhs bemeen modellers and those assessing likely impacts of

climarc change is one of my main tasks. I am also keen to identify all those

interested in the outcomes of integrated impact and adaptation studies

from an economic, social or culmral perspecuve.

The Division encourages integrated studies of climate change, irnpacts and

adaptation. Typi.^h, these studies ailr-r to determine sensitivity and

lulnerability of natural and socio-econornic s1,5gsp5 and pnoritise

adaptation options. Researchers, planners, students and others can take Visit owr Web Page t'or all meeting daails,
advantage of a growrng network providing upto-date information and induding tbe Call for Papus and Registration Form
conncts,

Those with e-mail facilities are encouraged to jon the Climate Change

Impacts Nerwork (CCn|, by subscribing through the address below.

The Climate Change Impacts Liaison Project is funded by the

Department of Environment, Sports and Tenircries.

Visit ourVW Home Page at
http://rim,n'.dar.csiro.au/pub/prograrns/climod/impacts/liaison,htm

E-mail roger.jones@dar.csiro.au
Phone: (03) 9239 4555 Fu: (03) 9239 4688

g7co2
5tb Intemational Carbon Dioxide Confuence

C airns Convenion Centre

Qweensland, Awstralia

8-12 Septembu 1997

bttp : I I ut eru dar.airo.aul pub I euents/ co2 _cont' I indu"bnnl

97CO2 Seuetariat

CS/RO Diaision of Atmospheic Researclt,

PB 1, AEendale, Victoria 3195, Australia

Telephone: 161 3 9239 4400

Facshnile: 161 3 9239 M4

Email: 97 CO2@dar,csiro,au
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:  interview
Ultimate honour to

One er,ening in 1974,Joan Rowland asked
her husband how his day had been.

"It's going very well," said Sherwood
Rowland. "But it might be the end of the

I  l r twono:

The work that Professor Rowland was

describing was rewarded last year with the

Nobel Prize for Chemistry.

That the world is likel,v to sun'ive the CFC-
initiated assault on our protectlve ozone
layer is in large part thanks to Rowland's
insight all those vears ago at the University

of California, Inine. CFCs are chemicals

used in the past as refrigerants, spra,v paclr

propellants and in the plastics industry.

Sherv,,ood Rowland spent a few days at the
Division of Atmospheric Research recentl,v

catching up with colleagues.

What prompted Rowland's original interest

in stratospheric ozone?

In 1972 English scientist James Lovelock
invented an electron capture detector with
which he measured atmospheric
concentrations of trace gases.

"We had been using CFCs as inert sources

of chlorine in nuclear reactors. So we knew

sornething rbout their  leck oichemistn,"

says Rowland.

"\X/hen Lor,elock reported finding one of
thenr in the atrnosphere it crught lr\ e\ e."

Shonll.after, Rowland learned of new
findings shou' ing thu chlor ine uoms

destrov ozone.

\ilith Mario Molina, who had joined his

research group, Rowland achieved the

breakthrough that would earn the Nobel
Prize. The m'o reported in a now-famous

Nature prper that CFCs woLrld find their

luminary scientist

wl' into the stmtosphere. There, intense

sunlight would split the molecules, liberating

active chlorine. The chlorine would reduce

ozone levels by several per cent.

Chlorine atoms destroy ozone by removing

xn oxlgen atom, forrning chlorrne monoxide

(ClO) and an oxygen molecule (O.).

Chlor ine monoxide re:cts nrr icklv in the

atmosphere with single oxygen atoms,
liberating chlorine. The chlorine is again free

to reacI with ozone. In this wav, a srngle
chlorine atom can destroy thousands of
ozone molecules.

Shenood Rowland srni led, point ing to a

copy of his paper. "Did vou notice the,v had
r  m i rn r in r  in  rhc  t i r le ) "" " ' -"r '" , .

"... chlorine atomc-atal,vsed destruction of
ozone." Rowland sap the mistake was fixed by

the time he got his reprints.

The British Antarctic Survey shocked everrone
in 1985 when thev announced rhe discovery of a

massive ozone hole over Anrarcuca.

Ozone depletion is severe over Antarctica

due to rapid release of molecular chlorine
(C1,) from reactions on the surface of ice

crystals within polar stratospheric clouds.

The chlorine comes from compounds within
the ice such as chlorine nitrate (CIONO,)

and h.vdrochloric acid (HCl). Cone
springtime, the reappearance of sunlight
over Antarctica splits chlorine molecules
into single chlorine atoms that destro,v

ozone.

\(ithin two years of discovery of the
Antarctic ozone hole, the Montreal Protocol
set out a timetable to limit release of ozone-
depleting chemicals.

Sherwood recalls a nerrous night last vear.
There was a whisper on the scientists'
grapevine that he, Molina and Dutch-born

chemist Paul Crutzen were favoured to hear
from the Nobel Prize Commiuee. "l was

told that if successful, I would get a phone
l l  r  1 ^  , t

cal l  at  J .JU a.m.

Sherwood awoke the next rnorning ;nd
glanced up ar his bedside clock.6.30. "l

thought, oh well ..."

Fir,e minutes later rhe phone rang.

The 1995 Nobel Prize shared b,v the three
chen-rists marks the first tirne that the
Swedish Academv has honoured research
into the inpact of man-made objecm on our
environment.

Todav, Divisional scientists are measuring

declining chlorine loadings rn the amosphere.
Ozone depletion will be with us for many

vears to come, but the signs are good that
this is one environmental problem that can
be solved.
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:  in brief
Air quality in Hong Kong

In the face of strong opposition, an international team including the
Division recently won the right to establish a sophisticated air quality
modelling system in Hong Kong.

As wellas model development, the 18-month project will involve

pollutant monitoring to validate model behaviour and production of
a range of databases and graphical interface sofffiare.

"Our models must be able to simulate Hong Kong's main pollution
problerns," says Bill Physick.

"These include fine particles, nitrogen dioxide, ozone and toxics."

Modelling will help the Hong Kong government determine the
impact on air quality of proposed changes to vehicle fuel types and

of urban planning.

Others involved in the project are Victoria's Environment Protecdon
Authoriry, Environmental Resources Management rn Hong Kong,
Scientific Applications Intemational Corporation from the United States

and China s Zhongshan University.

Tirelessly traversing twisters
^  ,  F  1  I  I  I  '  1  f  - ^ ^ ^  1  I  ' l '  r  ,  rn l  )-K8 pi loi less plane wrtn a range oi  /uuu Km ano cel l lng 0I l l

krn is the result of collaboration with the Bureau of

Meteorology. The aerosonde has an on-board navigation system,
q'ertber sensors and radio communicat ion.

Successful trials during the Maritirne Continent Thunclerstorm

Experiment in the Northern Territory indicate the aerosonde is

ideal for economical meteorological measurements in the e,ve of

a hurricane, upwind of launch sites and continuously at low levels.

It is particularly useful for situations in v,'hich conventional

radiosondes cannot operate.

Charles Tivendale worked with the Bureau's Greg Holland

developing the aerosonde, spending three weeks in Washington

State with the Insitu Group assembling ten of the planes for the

Thunderstorm Experiment.

Visit owr Diuisional bomepage on the net

hnp : I I www,dar.csiro, auf
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Storming the coast

The storm began at 7 pm on the last Thursday of Novemb er,1.934.

During the next 30 hours an astonishing 144 mm of rain fell on

Melbourne. Rivers and creeks burst their banks flooding low lying

suburbs, Fourteen people died, Thousands were made homeless.

A reading of 1.33 m above mean sea levelmeasured during the storm

remains Williamstown's highest recorded tide level.

Kathy Mclnnes has researched this calamitous storm as part of a

study of the likely impact of climate change on coastlines. The cause

of the storm was a low pressure system in Bass Strait south of

Melbourne bringing

gale-force southerly
winds and rain to
much of Victoria.

This situation is

one of two
meteorological

conditions identified

by Kathy as
responsible for

high sea levels and
inundation along

Victoria's coast.

Any changes to the

severity of extreme

weather conditions,

compounded by
higher sea levels,

could be very

destructive to our

coastline. Kathy

modelled past events with a high-resolution storln surge
inundation model and then ran CSIRO's global climate model to
exarnine the likely rnfluence of climate change.

Results from the study, undertaken for the Victorian Environrnent

Protection Authority and Melbourne Water, show the sensitivity of
different areas of Pon Phillip Bay's coasdine and will be of use to
coastal planners and managers looking ahead to the next century.
Collaborating with Kathy on this work was Dr Graeme Hubbert of
Global Environmental Modelline Seruices.



feature

Bill Physrck is coordinator of air qwality

modelling in the Entironmental Conswlting

and Research Unit (ECRU) at the Dioision

He has been principal investigator for t'he

major air quality modelling *udies for

Australian gooernment and industry and has

participated in a nwmber of others for the

minerals and resources industry.

odel solutions
to Australia's
air pollution problems

Where to site a proposed 2600 M\f power station? This was the question facing Pacific

Power in NS\il in the late 1980s, The energy authority was keen to ensure that any new

station would cause minimal pollution problerns.

At the time, the Division's air quality modelling team of Dr Bill Physick, Dr Peter

Manins, Dr Julie Noonan and Dr Peter Hurley were putting the finishing touches on

a new air quality model. Keen to demonstrate the model's value and versatility,

Dr Physick approached Pacific Power with a proposal to assess potential sites in the
Hunter Valley,

Since that pioneering study, LADM (the Lagrangian Atmospheric Dispersion Model)
has been used for more than 20 environmental studies in Australia. LADM consists of a
mesoscale meterological model to predict winds and turbulence, and a Lagrangian

particle model simulating dispersion from point and area sources.

As well as predicting concentration levels from point sources such as smelters and

power stations, LADM has made a major contribution to airshed smdies involving our

malor cltles.

' LADM reproduced accurately
tbe w.tay in ubich pollutants

are recirculated'

Unacceptable levels of smog are reached occasionally in Sydney and Melbourne. Such

levels may occur in Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide as these cities grow.

"Our big cities have at least one feature in common when it comes to air pollution," says
Dr Physick.

"Emissions are often carried away by prevailing winds, only to return within a few

hours. On some occasions, pollution from the previous day also returns to a city. The

result is high smog levels."

Colleagues from the Division of Coal and Energy Technology worked with Atmospheric

Research on many of the Australian studies.

8 Atmosphere, Issue 2



lndian Ocean

250 km domain

Sydney
The $10 million Metropoliun Air Quality Study examined air quality in Sydney, the Lower

Hunter Valley and lllawarra.

"LADM reproduced accurately the way in which pollutants are recirculated," Dr Physick

says. "Pollutants travel out over the sea in the morning and reilrn over the city on sea

breezes. Cold air drainage flow down river valleys and along other basins during the night and

early morning then ffansports pollutants back to the coast."

\ilinds predicted by LADM were used by a three-dimensionalphotochemical model to

simulate the levels and locations of smog around the Sydney region.

The New South \ilales Environment Protecdon Authority is using results from the study to

produce timely and reliable air quality forecasts, to examine health impacts of air pollution,

and to develop planning and control sffategies.

Brisbane
Plans for an expanded monitoring network led to CSIRO's simulating windfields with

LADM for surnmer and winter case srudy days.

"The sea breeze carries afternoon emissions inland. Early next day, south-westerly drainage

flows in localvalleys bring emissions back towards Brisbane," says Dr Physick.

Similarly, emissions from morning peak hour uaffic drift offshore before the sea breeze

brings them back over the city and south towards the Gold Coast around midday.

CSIRO's client in Brisbane was the Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage.

Perth
The Division analysed ffio years of air quality and meteorologicaLdata to determine weather

patterns under which high ozone concentratlons occur.

Again, LADM found that pollutant recirculadon was a problem. LADM results helped design

Perth's air quality monitoring network.

During the Perth Photochemical Smog Study pollutant recirculation was confirmed with the

discovery that morning emissions often head out to sea before being driven back inland by

south-westerly sea breezes, reaching the central business district at midday,

Adelaide
The South Australian Department of Environment and Natural Resources comrnissioned Bill

Physick and the Victorian EPA to design a photochemical smog monitoring network for

greater Adelaide.

On days of high pollution potendal, light offshore winds take morning vehicle emissions out

over St. Vincent's Gulf, before a mid-morning sea breeze recirculates them over the city.

As well as stations in Adelaide's east and north-east, the city's new air rnonitoring

network includes Airtrak smog monitors designed by the CSIRO Division of Coal and
Fnprorr  Tpehnnlno. ,
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Brian Turner: crafting fine research instruments

Inlate 1952, a 15-year-old Brian Turner

reported to the Division's workshop for
his first day as an apprentice scientific
instrument maker.

Today, Brian is our longest serving staff
member.

"One of my first jobs was to build a
sensitive detector for picking up pressure
waves set up by nuclear tests in the

northern hemisphere," Brian recalls.

"The detector worked well. But you
wouldn't have thought so by looking at it.
I t  consisted of a biscurt  t in f loat ing in a
mercury-fil led baby's potty."

As for so many longer-serving staff
members, a highlight that stands out in
Brian's memory is the field experiments.

In 1967, Brian and many other members

of the Divis ion headed to Hay for the

Wangara experiment.

"For six weeks we worked 12-hour

shif ts,  measuring wind and temperature

structure in the lower atmosphere,"
says Brian.

Countless projects have passed through
the skilled hands of Brian and others in
the workshops. A recent challenge for Brian
was to design and construct air samplers
capable of being carried in a container the
size of a suitcase.

These samplers are now being used as far

afield as the Amazon and Antarctica,

Apart from the growth of the Division,
Brian says that the biggest change during his
career has been the introduction of
computer-controlled milling machines.

"We can now machine in three planes at
once, working with far greater accuracy than
ever before," he says.
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Earth, Ocean, Atmosphere: Forces For Change

IAMAS/IAPSO Joint Assemblies
1-9 luly, 1997, W orld Congress Centre,

Melbourne, Australia
http://www.dar.csiro.aulpub/events/assernblies

The Joint Assemblies will feature a major
trade display. Ve invite enquiries from potential exhibitors.

Information and Call for Papers is available from:
IAMAS/IAPSO Secretariat,

Convenrion Network, 224 Rouse St,
Port Melbourn e, Yic. 3207 , AUSTRALIA
Ph:+61 3 9646 4122;Fax:*61 3 9646 7737

E-mail:convnet@pe g.apc.org

Longer-term
visit ing scientists

Dr l. Bhattacharya
Physical Research Laboratory, India

lls Andrea Jackron
lancaster University, Ul(

Dr l(en l'lararie
National 0aanic and Atmospheric
Administration, USA

l'{r l |annes Rautenbach
University of Pretoria, South Africa

Dr Shoichi  Tagurhi
National lnstitute of Resources and
Environment, Japan

Professor P. (. Yeung
Georgia lech., UIA

Host scientist

Roger Irancey

Rob Gillett

Paul  Steele

Barrie [|unt
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